Use your phone system to secure your school.

Jive Safety Suite for K12

Alert Students and Staff
Ensure everyone on campus is alerted to an emergency using integrated loudspeakers, paging, and bells.

Instant Connection
Easily integrate endpoints like panic buttons so they connect immediately to emergency services.

Broadcast Announcements
Scale and configure bells, paging, and phones to broadcast announcements and alerts during an emergency.

Remote Alert and Lockdown
Lock down your school in an instant from any device, no matter where you are.

Easy Management
Add zones and locations and change configurations with a few clicks using a computer or phone.

Public Access Control
Enhance school communication and security by utilizing audio and video capabilities.

To learn more about updating school security, call 888-850-3009 or visit jive.com/safety

Jive enables districts to upgrade school safety without an expensive overhaul. We seamlessly integrate your phone and paging systems so you can coordinate a school-wide emergency response.